
Year 4 Writing KPI’s 

Vocabulary, grammar and punctuation. 
Punctuate direct speech accurately (including punctuation within and surrounding inverted 
commas). DEPTH: Uses a variety of reporting clauses to add detail and interest. 
 
In narrative, used direct speech to convey character. DEPTH: In narrative can combine speech 
and actions to convey character. 
 
Use fronted adverbials to show where, when and how with comma mostly accurate. DEPTH: 
Varies the adverbials e.g., with care instead of carefully with accurate use of punctuation. 
 
Use possessive apostrophe mostly accurately with plural nouns. DEPTH: Always uses 
possessive apostrophe for both singular and plural pronouns correctly. 
 
Chooses an appropriate pronoun or noun within or across sentences to aid cohesion and avoid 
repetition. DEPTH: Choose appropriate pronoun or noun to add impact to writing. 

Composition 
In narratives creates settings, characters and plot. Noun phrases expanded by the addition of 
modifying adjectives, nouns and preposition phrases. DEPTH: Maintaining the viewpoint of the 
character 
 
Uses rich and varied vocabulary including use of figurative language and devices. DEPTH: Uses 
language and vocabulary choices with control to create impact and viewpoint. 
 
Composing sentences progressively increasing range of sentences structures: simple, 
compound, complex. DEPTH: Sentence structures are chosen for effect. 
 
Extend the range of sentences with more than one clause by using a wider range of conjunctions 
including e.g. when, if, because, although, which. DEPTH: Varies the position of the subordinate 
clause for effect and variety. 
 
Paragraphs organised around a theme, in most writing. DEPTH: Use fronted adverbials to 
develop cohesion between paragraphs. 
 
Independently, proof reads for punctuation errors (CL . ? ! “” , in a list ‘ for contractions, 
punctuation for direct speech). DEPTH: To edit and change punctuation for effect and variety. 
 
Independently, proof reads for spelling errors including non-negotiable and high frequency 
words.DEPTH: Edit and changes vocabulary for effect and variety. 

Transcription 
Spells most of the words from the Year 3/ 4 spelling list accurately. DEPTH: Spells some of the 
words from the Year 5/6 spelling list accurately. 
 
Apply knowledge of spelling rules and patterns taught in Year 4. DEPTH: Beginning to apply 
Year 5 spelling rules. 

Handwriting 
Most handwriting is legible and joined. DEPTH: Producing legible joined handwriting 

 

 


